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1. Introduction

Mie classical applications of QCD refer to current-indu-

ced reactions such as deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering

or e+e" annihilation into hadrons'- •>. At large momentum trans-

fers these processes are governed by short distance iynacies

which is especially simple in QCD because of the famous asymp-

totic freedom. The number of the currents accessible JO such s

probe is very limited, however. Moreovers all of them are quark

not gluon currents. As a result gluons are much more elusive

than quarks.

It is well-known that studying he?~rj quarks we can extend

greatly our knowledge of gluons and giuon currants. Indeed, hea-

vy quarks annihilate into gluons at snort distances and giuons

transform into hadrons afterwards. Thus, there arises a possibi-

lity to learn matrix elements of g-iuonic operators..

So fart these ideas have been applied to inclusive aecay

«ridths, such as S/f ,£—* hadrons. According to the well-known

Appalquist—Politzer recipe inclusive tsldths can be found per

turbatively. In this way one avoids a straightforward calcula-

tion of the matrix elements of currents over hadronic states

which are usually sensitive to the confinement mechanism. No iia-

pressive сопГ1гша^ол of the theory emerged so far partly beca-

use the quark-gluon coupling constant is poorly known.

In this paper we report on computation of exclusive decay

widths J/V bfiCWyy •
 T h e

 computation is based on a certain

sum rule technique which was developed earlier (sea Hsf. 2)=

The results are pararaeter free and can be directly confronted

with experiment. We find then to be in good agreement with

the data. An essential point is that the radiative innihilation



aiiaticn, С С — — (2 gij.ons> -«• (photon)- 'Гаел ws агэ ab.i«

'о find aati\L;c elsaeut r'or tils transition of two giucas

into <? and «' > For- the *7 she derivation

is very si:nple and exploits only the fact nhac the у is

a (pseado) CJcldstone. Fo • the n* ths calculation is

purel,\ dyna_-ical and tiae b
 l
 residue is dezeraixzed

by the nonperfcurbative power terms 1л QCD sma rule? Ttie

derivation is presented separately.

As the next step, we transform the ja20w.Led.5s of the

matrix elements for gluon currents in-.o a prediction for

the corresponding J / t~ radiative iridtis. Se

argue that all the consideration is very similar to the

case of the 'J/'Y-—>• £ + в~ decaj' svndL-эй in gz-eat

detail earlier [2j . In particular, те borros Xrom these

studies tha value of the charssd quart mass, wnich ie

crucial also in the case considered here» Thus, it twins

possible to cover the whole way from the fundamental Lag-

rangian of QCD to obi..:rveble decay widths and we feel

it is Justifiable to ьау that there exists a theory of

these decay6.

In subsequent sections w<? give the details of deri-

vation. In sects. 2-4 tee corresponding residues are found

while sects. 5-3 describe how ine radiative widths агб

computed.

'<-• Matrix eleven-- ^.° !
 t
^r

v
 f"*t ..

We assuae from the very begiruiir^ that all the ob-

served j /
 l
f~ radietiva аесауз are ffiar-j-festations of



the underlying С С annihilation, С С —*- j 4 $

where a and Y denote gluon and photon respecti-

vely. Considering the "*/f ~~~ 9 fy) X decays one

picks up the gluona in a pseudoscalar state* Therefore to

make a prediction we need first of all the matrix elements

field strength tensor and G"l
u
= -*- Еи*ыр Qua

 i s

dual tensor* (The question nay arise whether further ope-

rators with derivatives of the gluon field rid/or higher

powers of G ° are also involved* In sects.5,6 we

argue that any reference to matrix elements of other

gluonic operators can be avoided)*

The matrix element for the n meson is readily

found:

„ JJ
1

where r̂̂  is the 7Г->^^ -decay coupling constant.

4
T
 cr 133 MeT.

Indeed, for the axial-vector current the SU(3)-fla-

vor symmetry implies

и

where Ky is the ti meson 4-momentum and $• is

a constant proportional to mechanical quark «asses,

Taking divergence of the currents and neglecting the
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U ana d- -quark masses as compared to that of the

5 quark one finds

/o\ (-4C) to*

where the G-^ &1 term is due to the Adler-Beli-Jackuv
r I*"

triangle anomaly.

Eliminating <C°!/*7s S">^S/^]> from sqs.O) gives

eq. (1). The accuracy of this relation is»evidently, of

order of SU(3) breaking effects, i.e. O(ms/typical hadro-

nic aass).

It is worth noting that a similar relation for the

"JTO was obtained

3. Matrix element <[o(

While the computation of \0\&*Gr*\h ) is

algebraic, the story is not so simple with the matrix

element ^o\ & L ^ L ' £'"> . T h e difference is

that the hr is not a Goldstone particle L J and

^olG-4
uC* \*)

Т
У cannot be found using the symmetry consi-

derations alone. The real understanding of the dynamics is

needed. To our mind, the most reliable way to peiform dy-

namical calculations is to use tue machinery of the QCX>

sum rules. The details are presented in a separate publi-

cation!. J. Here we just remind the main points cf the

derivation and quote the final result. We start with a

consideration of the two-point function



т

Q ~£and calculate it as an expansion in <*S^
Q) &ad Q

in the Suclidean region Q* ~ 1 GeV2 ( Q2 = -q 2).

(The power terms ~ Q~£ which are due to nonpertur~

bative effects are moat essential). Then, applying a cer-

tain Bort*l procedure we obtain the sum rule for the abeore-

tive part of *(<f) t

± С ds
 p
 -fa «

 T / 4
T ^ s J»*ii(S) = a function of X,

known at I ^ 1 GeT.

It turns out that the sun rule can be saturated bj

the h
1
 provided that the corresponding residue is

given by

' 2his is a result of a numerical fit, not of solving soite

equation analytically. The answer is given in terms of

ч|3 hj '",, to stake easy comparison with the naive quark

model. Indeed, the latter would give ^p\ufofeu + д(у fact

+
 S 4 | i S h ' > = ifs^Kj, or, equivalents,

<.O\ ЬЬ С C? !*)•>•«Я L.^
2
- ^

t b e l a t
*er equation is

true in rhe chiral limit, '*** ы * ~ & )• le see that

our result (4) obtained in a very independent way falls

rather close to the naive estimate.

Hote that the nonvanishing <O( ^ С* "ё*^

is due to SU(3) breaking while ^' is coupled to



gluona in the limit of exact SU(3) symmetry. Nevertheless,

the ratio of the corresponding matrix elements is rather

large, of order 1/2.

It might be tempting to assume that the h -*• 2a

transition proceeds via an intermediate b' . If so, one

woiud guess that <o| Q& l^'y „ ^ Q^., <o|^

cr 5. 3 <o | ££ |£ > ; waere ©^, = ц ° is the

wiring angle.

It is difficult to envisage the reader's reaction to
that

such a suggestion but we did think for some timi
Y
~it would

be an appropriate procedure. However, a more careful ana-

lysis convinces us that it is wrong to rely here on the

* -_ ь' miTTiTig model and we present the argument in the

ippendix.

4. The ratio

Strictly speaking, it remains to prove that the «latrix

elements <jol G-2? I b W)^>
 d 0

 determine the radia-

tive widths and we will address ourselves to this problem

in subsequent sections. But we feel that for those who

accept the quark-gluon picture in general this fact

might seem natural enough. Thus, it Mght be appropriate

to observe just here that eqs. (1) and (4) fi-; the

ratio of the ^/V" -> h у and ^i^r-^h'^ decays:

where the factor (i.



is due to the phase space of a P-wave decay.

To get an idea on the theoretical uncertaincy imrolYed

note that £^ in eq. (1) can be substituted by -£-h

In this way one could account for a part of the SU(3)

corrections (which is no better of course than to neglect

then altogether). If one uses 5г, - ^ $r
K
 — •$ ̂ r

instead of £ T in the Matrix eleaent (1), the esti-

mate (1) is obviously increased by 1.35 times, so that

the prediction (5) lowers by a factor around 1.8. The un-

certainty in the matrix element <Co \ k?S± c" £* 1 h'Ъ

is no less than that, of course.

Stperieentally the ratio considered is not known to

a high accuracy either. To extract it txom the data we

select two experiments with the best statistics of the

^/^-»»J^ , J/if-»?''У decays CBafs. 6a and 6b, res-

pectirely) and find the ratio needed)

с- Ъ.О ± 0.9 (6)

Other experiaente rather tend to a lower value of г I J<

Ihus, we would like to conclude that there is no

difficulty to understand the observed *Z /4' ratio

although the conclusion is qualified for present theore-

tical and experimental uncertaintie*.

5. Low~anergy theorem for the 0 ~*" { 7 transition

The logic of the sum rule technique is simple. Piret

consider some low energy amplitude. Then use dispersion

relations to express that amplitude in terms of the ob-



servable uecay rates. If you are lucky enough to derive,

first, a low energy theorem which rests on the QCD dynamics

at short distances and, second, to relate the ?ow energy

amplitude exactly to the decays you are interested in,

your exercise in QCD is complete. We claim such a double

luci and describe here the first part of the derivation.

First, it is important to realize that little would

change with the У/f —>/? (̂ *) У decays if charmed

quark were the only charged one and the other quarks ware

neutral. In other words, tbe photon is emitted predomi-

nantly by the charmed quark, not the light onea. One

immediately comes to this conclusion starting from the

Zweig rule, bat we would prefer to appeal directly to the

experimental facts at this point. Indeed the ^/f->• T°(f

decay is surpressed by (at least) an order of magnitude

as compared to У/У —* £tf L"J. On. the other hand,

the 1/f-* Т°У decay is a probe of the role of the

light quark charges since this decay is a pure Д I = i.

transition. We see that the electromagnetic current of

the light quarks gives only a small fraction of the decays

"3 if—> *l Ch'}X we are interested in.

Consider now the low energy transition / —> Y *)

induced by the charmed quarks. Since the quarks are heavy

they aro not excited at low energy and can be integrated

over. Moreover, since QCD perburbative calculations are

reliable at short distances the corresponding quark loop

(Pig. 1) can be consistently used to evaluate the effec-

tive Lagrangian of the gluon-photon interaction, in expli-

cit expression has been already foundi

8



-L Lfr с г
а
 г*

ISO

(7)

where R^J ie the electromagnetic field strength ten-

sor, Q
c
 and ai are the electric charge and mass of the

charmed quark ( «
c
 refers to short distances, «

0
 =

= 1.25 Gey[
2
]).

Using eg. (1) one can proceed directly from the>

effective Lagrangiau (7) to the low^energy amplitude

^ \YX
I
?
<
) (the superscript "c" indicates that

only the charmed quark contribution xxmo the amplitude

Is considered);

bos 4* t
T
 f

9
 - ^ °^

 с
^

кО5 ^ (• i

Неге 1-̂  _ ^ е
 v
 _ К„ е̂ , , <^ ,fv

are the 4-momenta and polarization rectora of the photons,

respectively. Let us emphasize once more that we keep

only the contribution of the virtual charmed quarks so

that eq* (6) is in no way intended to describe the >» -> 1%
fa-

decay.

We do not present sieilar eqiations for the p'

since the ratio of the corresponding decay rates has been

already found (see eq. (5) ) >



Higher powers of the gluon or photon field or momenta

are suppressed by factors (1/4а„) to an appropriate

power. Since we consider the charmed quark as "heavy"

(tbis can be checked independently L~J) such terms are

negligible in the effective Lagrangian. This is the

reason to neglect all the matrix elements except for

those considered in the previous sections, namely

. Higher powers of the gluon field

do not contribute in the approximation m
c
 —*• « .

le for the photon momentum the situation is a bit diffe-

a. futile

rent and it would not be in fact^exercise to find higher

powers in K.1,2. / m* « The reason is that we will extra-

polate the amplitude — through the dispersion relations —

2 2 2 2

to k
t
 ~ H £ . Keeping further terms in kjf/Иц expansion

in this case would give further зша rules. But actually

we set up to evaluate a single quantity, that is the

P("3/ip_*. Й 1Л
 c

and a single sum rule suffices for this

parpose.

6. Sum rule

In terms of the physical states the amplitude

А £ ° О г ^ 2 ) is due to intermediate 3 I ̂
 t
 *f'

У
 f
 JDJD etc* These words acquire an exact meaning in

terms of the sidewise dispersion relation (in mass of

one of the photons).

Define the invariant amplitude CL depending

on the 4-momenta of the Y's and 0 squared»

- a (*f. к',
F
 f



(Hote, that eq. (8) implies а(0,О,>т>г)-
 1
±!i± ±2. !X

The dispersion relation ha* the form:

aco, о, л * ) , |
(9)

= -=-

where we separated the J/^ contribution and denote

the rest by "continuum". The coupling constants of the

are defined ass

F* И-

where P^ and c
0
 are the 4-nomontum and polari-

zation vector of the J/цг , and toy is its sass.

The coupling constants introduced are related to the de-

cay widths in the following way:

Sq« (5) is the вша rule desired. Sots that one cannot

Introduce a subtraction constant in an arbitrary way

since it would render the theory nonrenoraalisab'
1
 e-

7« Saturation of the за» role

After the generalities of the proceeding sections

we are a bit ashamed to say that our final result is a

consequence of a mere neglecting in eq. (9) of all the

contributions but that of the Э/у .In other words,

we saturate the sun rule by the J/ vj** alone. Те could do

11



better if there existed the data on the У-U- *i ̂  decay

but they are not available yet. Still, we do not vaink

that such an approximation invalidates the derivation

and do feel that higher mass states are less important.

Since the pole approxiaation is a delicate point let

us disease it in sore derail. For us, the first motivation

to accept tiie J/y dominance is the experience we gained

from the sum rules for the iff -*. e
+
e" decay or,

nor* generally, for the cross section of e
+
e~ annihila-

tion into cbarmL
2
j. The great advantage of this latter

case is that detailed data exist not only on the pole con-

tribution but on the continuum as well. One can convince

oneself that the continuua dominates none of the SUB

rules, ill the derivation runs in parallel tos: the J/y

— » e
+
e~ and J/y — и у decays and below we will

argue that the sun rule (9) is close to a second sun rule

for J/*f . » e*e~ at least as far as convergence

questions are concerned. (The abovementioned second sum

rule is of the form \ «s. £ fs\ = known

number, where Rc =• а(е*е
--,>с^г^) / cr<e+e--* р+р-)

and the J/y contribution v.-. this integral amounts to

2/3 of the total} see the review papt?i J, page Io7).

Suppose, we approximate the true с ̂atinuum by a

series of resonances, ^ . Tiien, a single pole in

eg.. (9) is substituted by

where ХП& is the mass of the n-th resonance.

12
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Hothing is клоп experimentally on 1 4 V£ -

Still, there exist good reasons to believe that the ratio

^ ) / rVvtfi-*>e+e-) г а 1 1 а ott
 rabidly with

growing of Tn
v
 . Indeed, the ratio of inclusive radia-

*л ~ ~ — — — -

tive annihilation to the e
+
e~ annihilation is expected to

depend ̂ eakly on the use:

where the log dependence is due to the effective coupling

constant of strong interactions. Moreover, an exclusive

channel, such as hу is expected to become a snail

fraction of the total radiative width (in asymptopia):

J K

Eeally, in the transition "¥*-+-$%(> —*•#> the

gluons have a limited invariant mass. Thus a factor

-*- / hi * cones from the limitation of the phase space
" A l l .

and the extra factor V 1*» is due to vanishing

of gluon epectzua at snail invariant masses ( d P / d Ii^_

-~ И. , where H is the probability to emit

a pair of gluons is O~ state, N . is the inva-

riant mass of the pair). As a result we come to the

following (rough) estimate for the right-hand side of

13



3ven a bis smaller rate of convergence is characteristic

to the second sum rule for e*e" annihilation into charm,

mentioned above. So, one expects that the J/<p . contri-

bution in eq. (9) constitutes sore than 2/3 of the total

integral with the leading correction to the J/V

sosuag from the *P' contribution* The latter can be

estimated within the nonrelaM.Yist.Lc model:

Thus, the pole approximation eeeais to be quite safe and

•4. (9) reduces to

Expressing У and Э? in terms of the corres-

ponding widths (see eqs. (11) ), n get

! f^^/, -5\ h
 Cl4)

3

This monstrous equation produces a result which falls

close to the experimental numberL J.

14



Де find the agreement excellent. The f correction

discussed above would bring the experimental and theoreti-

cal ^umbers even closer to each other.

6» Ooaaents

QCD succeeds in predicting both the ratio of

the radiative decays ГС
3
/?"* l'lf)lr tfy-*bx) ««*

widths themselves. None is trivial. Indeed, the 4 Д >

ratio is a measure of the SUO) breaking and a superficial

judgement would be that it is too high experimentally.

AT for the absolute value of the widthe it is not

easy even to guess their "natural" scale. Ca one hand, ¥0—

loshin has noted l̂-i that the effective coupling of ths

*))*)* mesons to the charmed quark (as deduced from

the radiative decays) is very lows

5r.f „i { ~/> -

On the other hand, according го some etaedards the widths

are still too large [ J • Thua, there can be 20 sizapie-

-minded estimate and the prediction (I-*) is indeed a ve-

ry quantitative one.

It is also worth eHphasising that *e are working within

"non perturbative" <i,JD rather than witain the percurbative

one. Indes-1. perturbative calculations like tha Appelquist

-Politzer recipe are expected to be valid for the inclu-

sive processes only (to gi"
<r
e the space for the cancella-

tion of the logs and double logs which appear in xndivi-

dual graphs). Moreover, we find Pi the matrix element



^0 1 -2-* C-Q Q" I h '\ tron the sum rules domina-

ted by the power "corrections" which are just absent in

the perturbation theory. The use of the sum rule also

allows to avoid discussion of the 3.f -* £ transition

in the physical region of the V f ~*\% decay with

all ite uncertainties o* the large-distance dynamics.

In Tie* of all this it is clear that our approach

differs rather radically from what was proposed earlier.

Host of the estimates!.11*51] invoke the so called >)(y)-*ic

mixing, the corresponding ailing angles being adjustable

parameters* According to the viewpoint, presented here,

such a procedure is quite foreign to QCD. First, charmed

quarks exist in ordinary hadrons only as virtual pairs

with a lifetime of order 1/2 mc while usually wave func-

tions describe large-distance components of hadrons. More-

over, as any short-distance process the origination and

annihilation of highly virtual quarks is entirely des-

cribed in QCD by such fundamental parameters as oi^frrie.)

and m . lbat is why we have no arbitrary h — h c

t}'— *} «Hyipg angles or any substitution for them.

Moreover, the difficulty to access the natural or-

der of nagnitude for the <ГДи radiative decays has

given rise to rather extraordinary hypotheses concerning

their origin. Thus, in Bef. 8 it is argued that both

the ^!$-*\У and ^/j/r-^Vjr decays are due to a

second order SUC;),. breaking (in the amplitude).

2ef. 10 attribulas the J/^ radiative decays to

an extra virtual photon. Present calculations apparently

demonstrate that the observed rates are just what they

are to be in the standard QCD-based picture.

16



•ГЬе calculations of the very recent paper I "j are

loser in spirit to our viewpoint. Here the two-gluoa

transition into the ft
}
 h' is also considered.

ьг:г all the consideration refers directly to the physical

rbgion and a amallnesa characteristic to the ̂ /f~*l^'-'()

^-tusitions is ascribed to an additional loop (gluons go

•ri-oat into quarks, then into the O
}
 ft* ). Such ч cal-

culation is difficult to recoincile with the standard pic-

ture for inclusive decays which involves no additional

quark loops. Moreover, the result depends crucially on'

assumptions about the wave functions oi f> and >j'

This short tour into the literature is intended to

show that the QCD sum rules allow to avoid many diffi-

cult problems inherent to the other approaches. As a prioe
s

we must decide on the relative weight of the pole term

and continuum in the sum rule (9). However, the high con-

vergence rate and rich experience with similar sum rules

make it safe to assume that the J/f dominates»

9. Conclusions

QCD provides quantitative framework, to evaluate boti»

Г*(
 3
/V-*

l
jy) and P(^/f'*'?'$')3

/V-*
l
jy) and P(^/f'*'?'$') . The former computation is

most straghtforward ind involves only such hypotheses

which have bean checked otherwise. The J/ у — * - *>
f
 ,V

decay rate 1з sensitive to an assumption L J that i,
f
 can

be treated as a psoudoscalar "glu^nium" and. allows to check

the QCD SUE rules for the >?' discussed earlierPj.

The sum rules are dominated by the power terms which are

i?



absent in the standard perturbation theory. The results

agree with experimental data within the theoretical and

experimental uncertainties which amount to a factor of

order 2.

In more general terms, the agreement found implies

thac QCfl can be successfully applied to gluonic currents.

A p p e n d i x

In this appendix we substantiate the point made in

sect. 5 that it is unreliable to apply the ft— h' mixing

model to the decays considered.

We need to evaluate the matrix element <Co| GO- |y;>
 t

It is forbidden in the limit of the exact SU(,5)
i U V O r

symmetry and expanding in the mass of the strange quark

one comes to the T product

As usual, the T product can be reduced to a sum over

intermediate states.

In particular, inserting the n
r
 one finds for

the right-hand side of (Al)

<oi&z i
t
>„. ̂ М £ ш

The 17 •— l£T mixing model neglects all the other con-

tributions. Then the matrix element <^T|ms sfs I ЬУ i

proportional to the mixing angle Si* ©«>,' and

^0| ̂ fk G - C U ^ i
s
 expressed in terms of ^O|lf£

' ** с •
 л
 bit

*
9
U' *



Justification at the

оГ the fl and >j' aassos- Гае ••? -гез,.; -JS£

scuar«<i is beyond, any doubt ssaii as ссшрагеа to a cyxjicai

hadronic scale |t/ . It is sot clear wester оде can ссы-

лает я ' as a li^ht; pp.r-cicle ana *ha: is cas saaij.-

aess in ^ Л (if any) in the real world. But consi-

der even ал ixagiaery world witb a light <?' . tc oe

sure precise let the quark iiasses to be saall, so cnat

m
^
K
 <<- p-

4
 , and as for the 3ingiet-st;r*;e jnass, зир-

oose that m ", « ^i as well (altnougc

rf
'r,i>

fy
'C~ ). The first impression is спас tne 9 then

does doaunace in eq. (Alj c-ecause erf she "'-,," factor

(see eq, (A2) ). This is not tr-ie

Indeed, for the aatrix elsaecc oi" ;iie singlet axial-

-vector current we aave

wnere the constant by is of oner -£?TJ , rasa for

the matrix element of the current divergence one gets:

N^ -or Г" */*- ' 1 ''
 J

V '
m
2'

so cnat mtt in the isaociaator in eq, (A2) is can-

celled and tnere is no reason for *?
 f
 to dominate

ine sum over the intermediate s:atss even in the academic

limit of to* « y*. .

That is way we abandon the '?''")' udxing aodel.



..*

K.g. 1.

Quark graph giving rise to the effective gluon-photon

interaction due to tne presence of charmed quarks

20
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